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christian grey, a successful entrepreneur, has everything he could possibly want -- except the love
and companionship of a faithful, sexy, intelligent and desirable partner. that's where elegant
businesswoman anastasia steele comes in. when she interviews him for the college paper, christian
immediately takes a keen interest in her. is he simply being polite? or does he, as anastasia soon
discovers, harbor dark and unspoken desires for her? fifty shades of grey movie is based on an erotic
novel of the same name. it takes place in the entire city of seattle. the novel and the movie are
based on the same characters and events. it is a thriller and romantic comedy. it is directed by fifty
shades of grey novel and film director sam taylor johnson. it is produced by james gunn, jack bender,
niall leonard, karen rosenfelt, sean s. cunningham, and michael de luca. the film opens with
anastasia steele (dakota johnson) and christian grey (jamie dornan) leaving an elevator. a young
woman is there and the two begin a conversation. christian comments on her outfit and she replies
that she likes the color of his eyes. the two then exchange small talk for the next few minutes before
anastasia suddenly stops in her tracks. when anastasia spots a young woman in a business suit, she
asks her if she would like a copy of fifty shades of grey. the woman says yes and anastasia shows
her to christian grey's apartment. the two are alone in a room for a few moments before the woman
suggests that anastasia go home. anastasia agrees. when anastasia arrives at the building, she is
invited to grey's penthouse apartment. after anastasia enters, she is confronted by grey, who tells
her to take off her clothes. the two continue to converse for several minutes before anastasia reveals
that she is a virgin. christian then informs her that he needs to take care of that problem. he then
orders anastasia to take off her clothes and helps her out of her clothes.
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